
Imasillypirate.wordpress.com Final Exam Version A

KEY
This final exam contains 4 questions. Record the answers on both the

scantron and the test. Make sure to put your name, Id number, and test
version on the scantron. If you forget to put any of these on your scantron,

Richard will be allowed to light your hair on fire. There is scratch paper
attached to the end of the test, tear this off and recycle it when you are

done, unless there are neat doodles on it, in which case you may feel free to
send them to your mother with my regards.

Name:

1. Take this moment to mark your test version (A, B, C, or D) in the “Test Form” box of your
scantron AND as the answer to the first question.
A. B. C. D.

2. The wet sand stuck to Jonathan’s boots as he trudged thirty paces north up
the beach from the large skull shaped boulder by which he had left his little row boat.
Everything, so far, had been as old pirate No-Beard‘s map had said. He had found the
small island precisely where it was supposed to be, and the little notes about finding
the skull boulder had been concise and helpful. This was where the directions started
inland to find the fabled treasure.

Jonathan had found the map tucked between the pages of an old book in his
father‘s study. The book had been about economics of the lower classes, not something
his father was likely to have ever opened since acquiring it. In all likelihood, the man
hadn‘t had a clue it was there, and the map had remained in hiding, pressed between
the pages of an innocent looking book, waiting for No-Beard himself to come back for
it, but not where he left it.

After his father‘s death, Jonathan had found the map and tried to trace the book
back to its origins, but had little luck. As any young man with a sense of adventure, he
had then set out to unlock the secrets of old pirate No-Beard.

Now, eight months later, after battling unpleasant seas, a ship wide illness that
claimed half the crew, an encounter with pirates (from whom he had only barely kept
the nature of their voyage a secret), Jonathan was finally on the home stretch, following
the directions across the island in search of the treasure.

He made it to the thirty paces mark and turned to the east. He looked at the
map again to be sure, though by now every detail of the directions had been long etched
into his memory. “Fifty paces east, between the large wooden crosses.“
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Jonathan didn‘t see anything resembling crosses, but heading east would take him
into very thick vegetation fairly quickly, so he presumed he would know it when he saw
it. He started counting out his paces and slipped into the jungle. As he reached thirty
paces, he found himself between two wooden crosses. Both had been entangled in vines
and were in danger of blending in as just another tree, but he had been looking, and
thus he found them.

According to the map, to the north of the cross at his right was a region of the
jungle called The Cursed Trees. He pushed on.

When he made it to the end of fifty paces, he was roughly at the eastern edge of
The Cursed Trees. He turned north and, as directed, paced out twenty more paces until
he found what he presumed was what the map called The Tree of the Dead.

He figured this was a safe assumption, because there were the skeletons of at least
four people nailed to the trunk of it. He stood there for a moment in silence. Over the
previous few months Jonathan had seen his share of death, but this must have been such
a grisly scene that the thought of it made him squirm.

This was the spot though, so he dug.

It took him a while to get down the four feet to where the chest was buried. It
was hot and sweaty work in the humid air. The ever watching empty eyes of the dead
made him uncomfortable, but he dug on.

Finally, the chest excavated, he threw it open to find that No-Beard‘s secret trea-
sure was a chest full of straight edge shaving blades.

If Jonathan wants to get back to the skull shaped rock as quickly as possible, how
should he proceed?

A. Jonathan should walk 50 paces South, then 50 paces West.

B. Jonathan should walk South-West for 71 paces.

C. Jonathan should walk South for 20 paces, then 58 paces at a heading
of 31 degrees south of west.

D. Jonathan should walk North-east for 71 paces.

E. Jonathan should follow the directions that the map laid out in reverse.

Solution: Jonathan is 50 paces north and 50 paces east of the skull shaped rock.
The shortest path would be to go

√
502 + 502 = 71 paces south-west. However, that

path takes him through The Cursed Trees, which, if you read my novel Old Pirate
No-Beard’s Domain, you would know that there is a pirate curse on The Cursed Trees
and any man without pirate blood in his veins will be trapped for an eternity going
nowhere, but thinking he is making progress. The shortest path, that does not take
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him through this region is to skirt the edge of the region then make a straight line
to the skull shaped rock. This would be to go 20 paces south, then

√
502 + 302 = 58

paces in the direction tan−1(30/50) = 31o south of west. The correct choice is C.

3. Ferrero, the Nutiloid general, stood on the bridge of the planet‘s flag ship, the
Hozzlenut, and looked at the forward viewing screen. He was nervous.

The war had raged for years between the Nutiloids and the Penewtbuttitrons.
Neither side remembered who had started it, but the war had been the singular focus
of both races for generations. Today, it might all came to an end. Then, who would he
be? What would his culture be?

Once the Penewtbuttitrons were all dead, would there be peace among his people,
or was the mutual hate for their enemy the only thing holding them all together?

Regardless of what would happen tomorrow, today he had his orders, and it was
clear that what remained of his adversaries had their orders as well. If he didn’t fight,
he would die.

With a mass of five million Megagrams, the Hozzlenut dwarfed even the largest
of the ships among the Penewtbuttitron fleet. Ferrero, though, didn’t want them to get
too close, because their short range weapons were devastating.

Everyone on the bridge watched him, waiting to launch the missiles, their only
major advantage. The missiles had a longer range than any of the weapons on the
Penewtbuttitron ships, but if he launched them too early, then it would give their ad-
versaries a chance to evade them. If he got this right, the war could be over today, if he
got it wrong, he would die.

“Sir,“ said his first mate, shattering the tense silence “they are in range.“

“wait for my mark,“ Ferrero responded. He checked the range finding screen to
his left, then peered back at the forward viewing screen, waiting.

He took a deep breath, then raised his arm, everyone on the bridge fidgeted in their
seats, their fingers on buttons that would, collectively hurl at their enemies exactly one
million missiles, each with a mass of five hundred point zero kilograms, each traveling at
a velocity of exactly ten thousand meters per second. Then the ship would be rendered
unable to fight, its weapons exhausted.

“Wait for it,“ he said. He could feel the air in the room get thin as his entire crew
sucked in their breath and held it, waiting.

“Now¡‘ Ferrero shouted, dropping his arm, ‘Missiles away¡‘

If, before launching the missiles, the Hozzlenut was at rest, and we ignore rela-
tivistic effects, how fast is the Hozzlenut moving after launching the missiles?
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A. 1111m
s

B. 1000m
s

C. 2222m
s

D. 2000m
s

E. 556.4m
s

Solution: Conservation of momentum dictates that the ship’s momentum after
launching equal the combined momentum of the missiles going in the other direc-
tion. Keep in mind that the mass of the ship changes as it looses all that mass in
the form of missiles. (msn(mm))vs = n(mm)vm where n is the number of missiles.

This means that vs = n(mm)vm
(msn(mm))

. There are 1 × 106 missiles moving at 1 × 104 m
s

and each missile has a mass of 500kg. The original mass of the ship is 5 × 109kg.

vs = 1×1064(500)1×106

(5×1091×106(500))
= 1111m

s
. The correct choice A.

4. Click.

The ominous sound echoed inside the cannon. It was the clown‘s first launch in front of
an audience.

Click.

He, of course, was glad that it was spring loaded rather than gun powder, because that
would be unpleasant.

Click.

The anticipation, waiting for the spring to get fully loaded, listening to the mechinism
click slowly down into place

was torturous.

Click.

He knew each click meant that the spring had been pulled back another two centimeters.

Click.

The trapeze artist would be swinging by, ten meters overhead.

Click.

Cold sweat started to accumulate on his brow, he hoped it didn’t make his makeup run.

Click.

He knew that this last click marked the point where he would almost make it, but not
quite. High enough to hurt on his way back down when he hit the cannon, but not high
enough to catch.
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Click.

Almost there. He wondered if he should have eaten that extra helping of pancakes that
morning. At 60 kg, he knew he was just a little heavier than the other clown that usually
did this trick.

Click.

That‘s why they needed the extra click. He waited, this was where they stopped for the
other guy, there needed to be one more. One million scenarios about how they managed
to forget to pull that lever one more time ran through his head. The wait felt like an
eternity.

Click.

“Oh thank Bozo,“ he thought as the cannon fired and he flew into the air.

What is the spring constant in the cannon‘s spring?

A. 8.8× 105 N
m

B. 4.4× 105 N
m

C. 3.5× 106 N
m

D. 1.5× 104 N
m

E. 88N
m

Solution: There were 10 clicks, each click is another 2 cm on the spring, thus
∆x = 0.20m. Potential energy in a spring is U = 1

2
k(∆x)2. We would like that

potential energy to be the same amount of gravitational potential energy that the
clown with a mass of 60kg has at a height of 30 m, ensuring that he made it. Thus
1
2
k(∆x)2 = mgh. A little algebra gives us that k = 2mgh

(∆x)2
= 2(60)(9.8)30

0.22
= 8.8× 105 N

m
.

The correct choice is A.


